No. 81 August 2021
For

Pensioners of the Reckitt Benckiser (formerly Reckitt & Colman)

On 23rd
March 2021, and
with a striking
new logo, RB rebranded its
corporate identity as “Reckitt” - very
nearly a case of déjà vu

Heritage recognition
Miguel Veiga-Pestana, SVP Corporate
Affairs & Sustainability, said, “The name
reflects the existing widespread usage of
Reckitt and is clearer, simpler and more
memorable, while retaining positive
associations with the company’s
heritage.”
It’s often noted that everybody is familiar
with our brand names, yet very few
people know the name behind the brands
and Jo Osborn, VP Internal
Communications and Corporate Brand,
said: “From Dettol to Lysol, Nurofen to
Durex and Finish to Vanish, we sell more
than 20 million of our trusted products to
people every day, yet there is less

recognition of the company behind those
brands. Our new Reckitt identity will
better enable us to communicate our
corporate purpose to the world, and to do
so in a way that is powerful, consistent
and impactful.”
It’s more than just a name:
Jo Osborn continues in the press
announcement “The comprehensive
rebrand, including a new visual identity,
was created and overseen by Havas’
branding agency Conran Design Group.
Rolling out across all of Reckitt’s
touchpoints and platforms – internal and
external, physical and digital – from
today, it comprises:
• A new name and logo – the R at the
heart of the symbol stands for our unity,
strength and relentless pursuit, inspired
by Reckitt’s purpose to protect, heal and
nurture. It denotes Reckitt’s role in the
world as a partner and a catalyst for
positive transformation. The shell-like
quality of the symbol evokes a sense of
protection and a reference to the natural
world.
• An evolved colour palette – the highly
distinctive and recognisable ‘Energy
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The Committee held a Zoom meeting on 25th March. The main
point of discussion was around the impact of the Covid-19
situation and, in-spite of that, how organisers were managing to
keep in touch by phone, WhatsApp, FaceTime and email, with
those pensioners who expressed a wish to be contacted. The
committee were also hoping that, pending the progress of the
opening-up plan, that the get-togethers would be starting up
again later this year - more of that on pages 2 & 3.
It was confirmed that Kevin O’Berg, Brian Bradley and Lorraine
Mugleston were re-elected (unopposed)
A further 2 committee members, Tony Swell and Martin Keeley
are due for re-election and both have offered themselves for reelection. Any member of the association may stand for election
to the committee. As provided for in the RBPA Constitution,
witnessed nominations can be made on forms obtainable from,
and returnable to, The Secretary, Reckitt Benckiser Pensioners’
Association, c/o Pensions Department, Reckitt Benckiser plc,
Dansom Lane South, Hull, HU8 7DS to arrive before Friday 4th
September, 2021
The next committee meeting will be held on 9th September, 2021.

Pink’ is Reckitt’s primary brand colour,
signifying its perpetual energy – while
secondary colours reflect its portfolio of
products and connection to a cleaner,
healthier world.
• Bespoke typography – a new, bespoke
typeface ‘Energy’ is distinctive,
accessible and unique to the Reckitt
brand.
• Photography – new photographic
principles and categories illustrate how
everything Reckitt does is connected to
and has an impact on the world.
Authentic, accessible and active
imagery will show how change starts
with an individual, the tangible impact
Reckitt has on people’s lives, the
strength of its partnerships and its
understanding of a changing world.

It takes time
The implementation of the new brand
will be delivered over a three-year
timeline, using the natural replacement
cycles of the business to manage an
impactful transition in a cost- effective
way
What do you think about the new logo
and rebranding?

Reckitt - Company On Track

Reporting on the first quarter results of 2021, Reckitt stated that
it had had a good start to the year with net revenue rising 4.1%
to £3.51bn. Its e-commerce sales increased 24% to now make up
13% of group net revenue. The outlook for 2021 remained
unchanged with the Company on track with its medium term
goals
Chief Executive Laxman Narasimhan commented that
“Demand for Lysol and Dettol continued to be strong as
consumers remained vigilant to the spread of the Covid virus
and see our products and improved hygiene habits as a way of
regaining normality in their lives”. He also said that he expected
the difficult current market conditions for cold and flu relief
products to improve over time. In conclusion he stated that
“Our portfolio is constructed to benefit pre- and post-Covid and
the inherent balance in our portfolio leaves us favourably
placed to perform well in both the short and longer terms. We
continue to be confident in the outlook for both 2021 and the
medium term”.

Air Wick Botanica has announced a partnership with WWF to
help “Bring Nature Back across the UK”. The brand tells us that
we have lost 97% of our wildflower meadows since the 1930’s
and nature needs our help. The brand and WWF have pledged
to restore 20 million square feet of wildflower habitats across the
UK and the brand will give WWF £300,000 per year to achieve
this goal.

Get-togethers

Back to a venue near you

The Government announced on 12th July that
the Corona virus restrictions would be lifted
from 19th July.

The get-together organisers have already
been making PROVISIONAL bookings and
we are now optimistic that these will come
to fruition. As the bookings need to be
confirmed and as our organisers don’t have a
list of names and contact details for
pensioners in their area, they would be
grateful if you could contact them before
the intended date so that they can take your
contact details and get an idea of numbers.
Please don’t hesitate to get in touch with
them if you do decide that you want to attend
one of these friendly sessions. If you’ve
never been to a get-together before, you
might like to try one and you will be most
welcome.
Their contact details are in the boxes on
these pages and they will be able answer any
questions you might have about the events
and keep you informed should the Covid-19
situation change.
The organisers and venues will ensure that
any Covid-19 requirements that have an
impact on the get-together will be followed.

NORWICH

Your Norwich get-together organiser is
Alistair Stewart and the Norwich gettogether is planned for 12th October at
10:30am. The venue is The White Horse,
Trowse, NR14 8ST. You can contact
Alistair by phone on 01603 436 391.
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LEICESTER

Brian Bradley has arranged a gettogether for Tuesday 5th October at 12
noon. The venue is The Fox Pond, Glen
Rise, Oadby, Leicester, LE2 4RG. His
contact details are:
Tel 01526 321 575,
email brian@bradley1938.plus.com

NOTTINGHAM

Brian Bradley would like to arrange
something for the Nottingham pensioners
but is struggling for numbers to attend
and doesn’t have many contact details. If
you would like to meet up at a gettogether, please contact Brian on
01526 321 575
email at brian@bradley1938.plus.com
and he will endeavour to put something
together

HULL

Phil Shearsmith has arranged a number of
dates - all on Wednesdays at 11am at
Cheval of Willerby cafe, Green Lane, HU10
6NT.
The dates are: 8th September,
20th October and 8th December.
Phil’s contact details are:
Tel 07858 137 178,
email phil.shearsmith@gmail.com
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HIGH WYCOMBE

Paul Gilliam has booked the Paper Mill
(Brewers Fayre), Loudwater, High
Wycombe for Wednesday 6th October
from 12 noon. All are welcome. Please
contact Paul on 01494 562 843.

CHISWICK

Chris Mann has arranged a get-together
on Thursday 21 st October, at The
Wheatsheaf, Virginia Water starting at
12 noon. All are welcome. Please contact
Chris on 07824 446 392

DERBY

SIDMOUTH

West Country drop-in

Martin Fox has arranged a get-together
for Thursday 26th August at The
Victoria Hotel, The Esplanade, Sidmouth,
EX10 8RY - starting at 2:30. All are
welcome to drop in for afternoon tea,
cakes and a chat. You can call Martin on
01458 850 468 - or contact Tony Swell on
01189 691 390.

Lorraine Mugleston has arranged a gett o g e t h e r f o r W E D N E S D A Y 2 9th
September at 10:30am (yes, that’s a
Wednesday and not the usual Tuesday due to venue opening times). The venue is
the usual Potting Shed Cafe, Markeaton
Garden Centre, Markeaton Lane, Derby,
DE22 4NH.
You can contact Lorraine by phone on
01159 733 753.

Ooh-er Missus

Hairy Chests & Ballet Antics in Norwich
Brian Bradley sent in a link to an article on the Norwich Evening
News 24 website. The article celebrates great old Norfolk firms such as ours. It says, “The bond of friendship between those who
were colleagues was strong and social clubs thrived. Outings and
events were popular; the friendships forged in the factories, offices,
and shops would often last a lifetime and be passed down from one
generation to the next.”
The on-line article had some excellent photographs: the first
showed a line up of Colman’s men, all baring their (very hairy)
chests. (The photo is credited to the Archant Library) - What do you
know about the Colman’s hairy chest competition? Were you
an entrant? Have you got any photos? Write in and tells us about it. Another - perhaps even funnier - picture shows some gents
from the Norwich Woolworths store decked out in ballet costumes, throwing some great shapes! Do you know anything about that?

GDPR & Request for a Pensioner visit/contact

If you would like to be contacted by one of our Pensioner Volunteer Visitors (Covid-19 conditions providing), please complete the following
form and return it to us at the following address:
RBPA c/o Pensions Department, Reckitt Benckiser plc, Dansom Lane South, Hull, HU8 7DS.
NAME:

TEL No:

EMAIL ADDRESS:
ADDRESS:

SIGNATURE:

DATE:
Page 3
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IN-TOUCH

rbcontactmag@gmail.com or
www.icontactnewsletter.co.uk

c/o Pensions Dept.,
Reckitt Benckiser plc
Dansom Lane South, Hull, HU8 7DS

PHOTO COMPETITION
Congratulations!

The winning entry comes from Richard Holmes and is entitled
“Meeting at the Nut Bar for Lunch”

Where’s All The Food?

Anyone For A Game Of Darts

Baby Goldfinch taking a nap in
a Magnolia bush
Alan Wales, a retiree
from the Nottingham
site, submitted these
contrasting photos
(Left) an abstract
photo of sweet
wrappers taken
through a glass
sprayed with water.
(Right) an early
morning walk during
the first lockdown in
Bestwood Country
Park, which adjoins
the city boundary of
Nottingham.

Terence Kelly took
these sky views from
his back garden.

Page 4
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… more
Eddie Collins, a retiree from
Household & Toiletries, submitted these
two photos that reflect one of his
hobbies - ornithology - a hobby that
Eddie says “was a welcome distraction
from battling away trying to get the
best deals out of the likes of Tesco &
Asda!!”. He explains that the picture of
the brood of seven young Barn Owls is
the most that has ever been reared in
one of his boxes and possibly comes
close to the record for the UK. That
particular box was erected inside a
barn on a local farm in 1986 and is still
in use today. The other photo is a
picture of Eddie having just erected his
latest box - something that he does for
the Barn Owl Conservation Trust. That’s
Eddie - still climbing trees at 75!

(Left) Val Williamson took
this photo, in 2017, during the
hugely successful first year of
City of Culture

(Right) Eddie Collins
sent in this photo taken at the
Edinburgh Tattoo of a
Bagpipe player on Edinburgh
castle.

THANK YOU!

(Left) Fred Purkis (Chiswick
Fire Security Department)
“Up north you have the
Minster, down south we have
the pub”

The editorial team sends a massive
thank- you to all of those who took the
trouble to write in and supply their
interesting stories and enter the
competition!

Don’t Forget - it’s your mag
Please keep in touch. Write in (details on page 3), respond to
our articles and let us know about your hobbies, special events,
sporting achievements, informal get-togethers and any other
items of interest or things you’d like to see in the magazine.
Page 5
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Spotlight on the Committee
Brian Bradley
My working career started at the Co-op as a
grocery assistant in a travelling van calling
round housing estates. My job was to weigh
sugar/potatoes into bags at the back of the van. I
was then promoted to front of van to be able to
serve customers
Following this, I got called up to do National
Service in Malaya and served in the R.A.M.C.,
working on night duty in a surgical ward - mainly helping treat
Gurkha soldiers
I had a short spell selling life insurance before joining Moussec
wine sales force in 1969 as a sales representative covering
northwest Cumbria and the Isle of Man, calling on licensed trade,
breweries and wholesalers. The business was taken over by
Reckitt & Colman and a food and wine division was formed. In
later years I joined Colman's of Norwich food sales force in the
northwest calling on supermarkets, cash & carrys and finally I
moved into a catering section of Colman's to help further sales in
the hospitality trade
When I left Colman’s, I was asked if I would like to do Pensioner
visiting in the northwest and I did that until we moved to
Lincolnshire in 1997 where I carried on doing it for Derby
pensioners and I’m now organising for the Leicester, Nottingham
and Lincoln area with get-togethers in Leicester and Notts
Aside from RBPA, my hobbies are gardening, holidays and plane
spotting at our RAF bases nearby

I enjoy being on the RBPA as a committee member and have been
doing this for over 25 years now. I very much enjoy doing the
get-togethers and I love meeting people.

Lorraine Mugleston
Lorraine became the Pensioner Visitor for
Derby in 2015 and then took over the role of
organising the Derby get-togethers from Brian
Bradley. She joined the RB Pensioners’
Association committee in 2017
Her working career with the Company
commenced in 1971 when she joined the Derby
site in a secretarial role and she recalls that her
first job involved answering customer
complaints - some of which were quite
unusual! Lorraine moved into Personnel in 1971 working her
way up to the role of Personnel Manager
After leaving the Company in 1991 she worked for a number of
years in Human Resources at Nottingham Trent University
Since retiring, Lorraine has enjoyed many lovely holidays and
took a particular liking to cruising, her favourite of which
included visits to Singapore, Mauritius and South Africa.
At the start of the first lockdown she and partner Vaughan were
lucky enough to acquire an allotment which she says resembled
an unploughed field and after much hard work they are now
gathering the fruits of their labour
Lorraine is really looking forward to meeting up with everyone at
the Derby get-togethers and is always available on 01159 733 753.

OBITUARIES
Once again we are sad to record the
deaths of our pensioners and
former colleagues, who are listed in
these columns
If you have any recollections or
memories of former colleagues,
please email them to us and we will
endeavour to print them in our next
issue.

NORTHER
Hull: (age) service years
Mohammad Alam (97)
Richard Michael Brenchley (81) 2
Maureen Dodsworth (85) 1
Audrey Eaton (85) 4
Geoffrey Hammond (73) 4
Joan Hodgson (90) 1
Bernard Kemp (91) 4
Jean Lyons (95) 4
Paul May (69) 1
Allen Raymond Onslow (58) 35
John Sparling (85) 2
Allen Tasker (82) 2

EASTER
Norwich:

Jeyes High Wycomb

Brian Allaway (83) 1
Peter Basil Amies (94) 1
Geoffrey John Barrett (95) 1
Albert Edward Cushion (93) 4
David Fisher (86) 1
Joan Fox (90)
Neville John Keen (91) 4
Peter John Mead (67) 1
Christopher E O'Connell (84) 2
Roy Reginald Pearce (94) 2
Frank Robb (81) 1
Barry John Rowland (77) 2
John Thomas Turberfield (78) 1
Elizabeth Williams (82) 2
Patrick David Yaxley (88) 26

Chiswick

SOUTHER
Derby
Delores Melvina Hamilton (83) 2
Robert Simpson Sanderson (70) 1

Nottingham
Michael Charles Ward (74) 3

Colours
Joyce Sleep (88) 12

.
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Alec Ronald Edgson (90) 2
Evelyn King (89)
William Derek Walsh (90) 22

OTHE
Services Division Depots
Patrick Carthew Childs (90) 1
James John Henry Turner (88) 10

Expatriate (HQ)
Alan Reginald Gorwood (87) 1

Wealdstone
David Charles Wood (87)

Reeves/Leic
Rosaline Mary Stockwell (88) 4

Page/Tottenham
Stuart Mayes (79) 1
John Victor Terence Peacock (78)

Backbarrow
Norman Sidwell (86) 10

Batley
Page 6
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Richard Edward Fuller (86) 1
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Brian Stanley Waddoups (83) 7

OBITUARIES
IN
TOUCH

Albert Cushion 1928-2021

Bill Walsh 1930-2021

Norwich

Group Technical Director, Hull

Lynne Copland, Albert’s daughter,
wrote in to pass on the sad news that
her father had passed away, aged 93
after a short illness. Albert was born in
Norwich on the 12th March 1928, the
middle child of Kitty and Albert. His
obituary (printed in full in the digital
edition) tells us that Albert was a born
entertainer showing an early musical
interest at the age of two when his
favourite toy was his drum! Albert’s
musical talents developed and, later,
he took every opportunity to sing or
play his banjo
Albert went to St Mark’s school, leaving aged fourteen with no
qualifications and went to work at Colman’s straight after leaving
school in 1942: that was the year that gave him one of his most
significant memories - witnessing the bombings of Norwich in
April of that year. Albert started his career in the cereal department
(making Three Bears Oats) and then, after a break for National
Service in the Far East, he returned to Colman’s and noticed the
factory had been improved, with a new flour mill and soft drinks
department. Albert eventually became a machine minder, looking
after a whole line of machines. He was promoted to the role of
supervisor, working on both the day and night shifts. Albert had
once said that not many people realised that Colman’s, being
famous for Colman’s Mustard, also made baby foods, but that baby
rice was the most popular baby food when the new machines came
in
Albert managed to get a Colman’s house at Lakenfields
overlooking the cricket ground. Albert said, We had everything
there. Everything!”. He also remarked that, “It was a good place
and the workers were happy to be there”.
When Albert first started at
Colman’s the BBC, every so
often, would send down
entertainers for a programme
called “Workers’ Playtime”.
Albert would always go to
these events which saw the
likes of Morecambe and Wise,
in their early days as
entertainers, and Cilla Black.
Albert and his wife were
fortunate enough to be invited by Cilla to one of her concerts
Lynne tells us that when Albert was 55, and after 42 years service,
he decided to take redundancy. A musical career with his brother aptly named The Banjo brothers - followed. His long time work
colleague, Martin Wicks, once said that he would have paid to
work with Dad, as work was such fun when Dad was there. Dad
was so funny and such a happy man that everyone who met him
fell in love with him
Albert also had a piece written about him in a book called
Colman’s of Norwich, Stories of Former Employees 1935-1995
published by WISEArchive

Jane Frost, CBE, wrote to us “I regret to
inform you of the death of my father Dr
Bill Walsh. He worked at Reckitts from (I
think) 1978, ending up as Group Technical
Director where he ran the “Cobra”
programme. He was a member of the
unofficial Trojan group of executives.
Always a bit of a maverick, Bill was
unstintingly loyal and many people have
written to me about their gratitude for his
help and advice. He was proud of the
technical achievements at Dansom Lane.
During his time there he had to cope with the national transport
strike, and he was proud of coming to an agreement with the
unions to allow pharmaceutical deliveries through the picket line
under the solemn promise never to abuse this for other commercial
products. Thus “ghost pickets“ were born,
where the unions, picketing in name only,
allowed management to send out
pharmaceutical products only. It so intrigued
some reporters and it was written up in the
Christian Science Monitor in the USA
Bill always believed that businesses and business executives should
play a positive part in their communities and he was a mentor for
overseas students studying for an MBA at Hull. He was also very
proud of his role in ensuring that the Dove House Hospice
obtained the land on which it currently stands
Despite being a firm atheist, he was very supportive of the Hull
Industrial Chaplaincy’s social work. He was the founding
inspiration behind Head Teachers and Industry (HTI) which sought
to bring education and business closer together to improve the life
chances of children through greater understanding of the needs of
employees. Its initial programme was the secondment of senior
teachers to jobs in businesses and he convinced Reckitts and other
local businesses such as Smith & Nephew to support the scheme.
Along the same lines as HTI, Bill, in later years, became the Chair
of the St Williams Foundation in York and Chair of the Hull
Business School International Advisory Board for which Hull
University awarded him an honorary doctorate
I myself felt very much a child of Reckitts in Hull; I visited my
father at Dansom Lane on many occasions and was frequently
recognised by those working there.
Brian Bentley (Trustee and Chairman of the RB Pension Fund) tells
us: “I can only reiterate the comments from Jane and I am really
grateful for Bill’s friendship, help and advice in my early career in
the pharma. division, that gave me a solid base for my future.”

Lynne says that due to Covid restrictions the family could only
have two former employees to represent all his ex-colleagues. The
family are hoping, once Covid restrictions are lifted, to have a gettogether to celebrate the life of Albert and Lynne goes on to say that
if you would like to attend please contact her at this email address,
lynne.copland@gmail.co
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Allen Onslow 1965-2021 - Hull
We were sorry to hear the sad news that Allen Onslow passed
away in June. Allen started his career as an apprentice at Hull. He
studied hard during his career and worked his way up through
various roles in the factory - from sachets maintenance to the
Engineer of the Fine Chemical Plant, Site Services manager, Asset
Care Manager and finally UK R&M Improvement Manager.
Everyone who worked with Allen will remember him as one of
Reckitts great characters, practical joker and raconteur
extraordinaire - always committed to doing the very best for his
colleagues and the business.
This magazine is produced by the Reckitt Benckiser Pensioners’
Association, Dansom Lane South, Hull, HU8 7DS.
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OBITUARIES

Geoff Hammond 1948-2021, Packaging Manager, Hull
If you didn’t know Geoff personally you
will, I’m sure, get the measure of the man
from the stories provided by his
colleagues. His son Chris and daughter
Jenni wrote a beautiful eulogy which is
printed in full in the digital edition. A few
interesting snippets tell us that Geoff was
born on Cleveland Street in Hull - just
around the corner from Reckitts and, as
many people did “in those days”, Geoff
grew up with grandparents, aunts, uncles
and cousins living close by. He took up
ballroom dancing with his cousin Lynda,
winning many trophies. He joined Reckitt
& Sons Ltd in 1965 as a Laboratory Assistant. He studied in his
own time at the Technical College and in 1967 moved into the
Packaging team where he spent the rest of his career - from modelmaker to draughtsman, project manager and department manager.
He ended his career as the Packaging Development Manager for
the New Technologies Group. Geoff had a very broad range of
interests and was seemingly ahead of his time when, in the 1950’s,
he used his Meccano set to mechanise the opening and closing of
the curtains in his parents bedroom
Max Gowland: “Firstly I think anyone that has ever either worked
with Geoff or even just had a conversation with him will quickly
come to the conclusion that he was always such pleasant company.
A truly genuine soul with a good natured personality all round,
whatever the circumstances
Geoff has always been the classic gent and even at work, under
considerable pressure from the many high profile project
challenges, he was always the cool, thoughtful, logical thinker in
the room and he brought to the table the voice of reason. I valued
this SO much across the many years I worked with Geoff - I trusted
him 110%. He was also such a great boss with his own team too Geoff always had time to help them, teach them and also listen to
their problems
We all know Geoff had a tremendous sense of humour too. I
remember the occasion when he meticulously forged a police letter,
together with letterhead, summoning me to court for speeding in
my new car! I remember sitting down in my office reading it and
thinking ‘Oh no’! But as the letter developed, it slowly became
clearer and clearer that this was a beautifully engineered and
planned ‘Geoff-style’ hoax!!! I looked up and saw around about
fifty people outside my office, looking through the window and
giggling away. What a superb set-up…..typical Geoff
But later I got my own back when he became one of the poor
unfortunate souls that ended up travelling on ‘Max Air’- the
notorious and minuscule 4 seater propeller plane from Hull to a
glider strip in Chartres. On this particular occasion when the plane
landed, the doors failed to open!! They were electronically jammed
shut!! Geoff was then asked literally to push out the (small) glass in
the upper part of the emergency door. He had to do his very best to
somehow squeeze himself through this window gap and then ‘fall’
onto the wing….the sight of Geoff attempting to crawl out of what
was a very small, tight, and a very awkward outlet, was one of the
funniest memories I have of our dear Geoff. Rest in peace dear
friend.
John Upson: I have so many stories, but two in particular come to
mind. One involves ‘Max Air” again …. and another eventful
journey. We arrived at Humberside airport to be told the normal
pilot was poorly, however, a replacement was on his way and
driving over from Blackpool! (The fact that the pilot was driving
this long journey, rather than flying, didn’t look good). We set off
and arrived in France fine. On the return, the snow was bad, it
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covered the plane and we had to help brush it off the little Cessner.
The take-off was gingerly made, but a disaster awaited us over the
English Channel. The engine stopped and we were coming down
fast - we thought it was the end. The pilot pressed some buttons,
the plane levelled up, and he explained that No 1 fuel tank had
emptied and it takes a while for the other tank to bleed through,
but it did, and we were okay. I remember seconds afterwards Geoff
explaining to the pilot the finer workings of the internal
combustion engine, and how, with a few tweaks, it would bleed
automatically!! I think Geoff wanted to sort it out there and then.
As if that wasn’t enough, the next problem we encountered was
when the pilot explained that he'd now lost all navigation and
radio links and he couldn't land us safely anywhere as he had no
idea where there were any landing strips, and worse, he didn't
even know where Humberside airport was, as he lived in
Blackpool! So, Geoff to the rescue, he put on the co-pilot headset
and we could hear him shouting to the pilot ‘I can get you back
there’. We all looked bemused. He told the pilot to ‘drive’ to the
east and, when at the coastline, Geoff said ‘turn left here’. I
remember, when we passed over The Wash, Geoff shouted ‘Ah,
that's good, it’s easy from here’. He told the pilot to ‘follow the
coast until you come to a big river, turn left there, and head for the
big bridge: at the bridge turn left, follow the road south for 10 mins
and the landing strip’s on the right’. Geoffrey ‘Biggles’ Hammond
saved the day and got us home safely - and he probably fixed the
fuel tanks the next day too
As we know, Geoff was meticulous about his planning, even to the
extent of checking overseas roadworks before travelling and, if
flying, he always allowed time for a tyre change on the outward
journey! ‘Can’t leave anything to chance’. And he would take a
travel tool kit with him for more serious stuff. That was Geoff.
His meticulous nature also showed with his planning of overseas
meetings. On one occasion, aware that Europe shuts down in
summer, he booked well ahead for a suitable meeting date. He
travelled to the meeting 3 or 4 weeks later and arrived, having
avoided the holiday season. When he got back, I asked Geoff how
the meeting had gone. The normally jolly Geoff went a deep red,
(in Pack Dev we called it his ‘Father Christmas face’) eventually
telling me that the meeting hadn’t happened as the other guy was
at another meeting. But then, bashfully, he admitted that his
planning was slightly off….he'd travelled on the right date but the
wrong month ....arriving exactly a month too early, including an
overnight stay, which he felt so guilty about. He even briefly
considered concocting some minutes of “the meeting”, but of
course he never did - such a mis-demeanour was way too extreme
for Geoff. So embarrassed was our perfectionist Geoff that he asked
me to keep his secret, which I have to this day - but I’m sure he’ll be
okay about the beans being spilt now. His halo only slipped a tad
and he was human after all, as well as being a very special man.
Simon Campbell: “I remember once after the Reckitts Xmas meal
we decided to go for a drink at one of the local pubs. We all jumped
into one of the company car; however, there wasn’t enough room
for everyone - so Uncle Geoff ended up
being placed in the boot of the car
Our European Packaging Summit in
Chartres was organised by Geoff like a
military operation. There was a concern that
if we all travelled on the same flight and
something fatal happened with the plane
we could lose the entire Hull packaging
team. So we had to plan various flights,
ferries and cars to travel on separate routes
to Chartres.” (Well let’s face it, if it happened to
Manchester United …)

Geoffrey Robert Hammond (Geoff)
There are a few things that immediately spring to mind when you think of Dad, and from the messages
we’ve received since his passing, it’s clear our perceptions are sentiments which are universally felt.
First and foremost, Pops was just a lovely man and genuinely one of life’s good guys. A gentleman in the
truest sense of the word and always willing to help out others when he could
He was the only child born to Robert (Bob) and Edna Hammond on 10/01/1948 in Hull. He was born in his
Grandma’s house above the COOP on New Cleveland Street in Hull, and grew up on Maye Grove, Egton
Street. Living next door to his Aunt, Uncle and Cousins with another Aunt and Grandma living just moments
away. Due to their closeness in age and living next door to one another, his cousins Lynda and Sue were
more like his siblings. There were often stories of the mischief they got up to and especially tormenting the
youngest of the group Sue. Geoff and Lynda attended ballroom dancing lessons together with many
trophies recording their achievements. The family shared a mini bus that they would all head out for days
out and holidays together.
He was very practical, creative and inventive and his practical joker sense of humour was evident from a
very young age. We often heard stories about how he made a ‘remote control’ out of Meccano to change
channels on the first family TV set, or a mechanism that could open the curtains remotely (much to the
chagrin of his parents who were in bed at the time) - this was all in the 1950s, well before today’s Smart
Homes were even considered. He was genuinely ahead of his time. It was these early experiences
(including getting his first, but certainly not his last electric shock at the age of 2), that shaped the rest of his
life and choice of career.
He attended his local primary school in Chapman Street, before going on to attend Riley Technical High
School. His creative and technical skills were nurtured here, and he found a passion for Architecture and
design. He was blessed with an incredibly sharp mind, with an understated and often underestimated
determination and grit that allowed him to excel throughout his professional career - in fact throughout life.
Joining Reckitt and Sons as a Laboratory Assistant in 1965 at the age of 17, he continued his studies at
technical college in his own time on an evening, transferring to the Packing Development Laboratory in
1967, which would prove to be the start of his fascination with packaging, plastics and all the innovation
that surrounds it.
Working his way up from Model Maker, through to Draughtsman and eventually Project Manager, one of
his final and more grand titles was Global Innovation Manager within the New Technology Group. We were
never really sure what this actually meant, and to be honest, we are not sure he did either - the job
appeared to be phenomenal, however, and he loved it as it seemed to revolve around travelling the world
and getting paid to attend toy shows and exhibitions on the off chance there was some transferable
technology, or travelling to South Africa for a number of weeks with a box of Meccano (yes, it was the very
same set from his childhood) to see if he could design a robotic vacuum cleaner (this was well before the
robotic household appliances you see today). It wasn’t all glitz though and we vividly remember the stories
of questionably brown showers and him having to eat raw chicken when he visited China in the early 90s,
so as not to offend his hosts. In all seriousness though, it is in these scenarios that Dad excelled. He
claimed to be the jack of all trades and the master of none, but this was massively modest and underselling
himself. He was a talented mathematician, an intuitive engineer, mechanically savvy, a creative
draughtsman and an innovative thinker, which when coupled with his calm, methodical and logical
approach and innate commonsense meant he was able to consistently develop smart solutions to even the
most complex of challenges. When he retired 2005, after 40 years loyal service to Reckitt’s, he was one
the country’s leading plastics experts, with a respect across the industry and with over 130 patents to his
name.
It was whilst working at Reckitt’s he met Kath and they soon became engaged and married and went on to
have a son Chris and 18 months later a daughter Jenni. He always worked exceptionally hard to ensure
they had the best opportunities, and we always knew how much enjoyment he got from seeing us progress
and how proud he was of our achievements. We traveled extensively as a family growing up, seeing much
of the world and experiencing a vast array of cultures. In more recent years, this travel has included family
holidays with his Grandchildren.

In retirement Kath and Geoff moved to Pontefract to be closer to Jenni and her husband Phil, with Kath and
Geoff later going their separate ways. Geoff then relocated to North Featherstone where he settled into his
new home with some fantastic friends and neighbours on his doorstep. We would often talk of our mutual
appreciation of his friends and neighbours, and we all felt so fortunate to have people around him who
cared. The friendships and WhatsApp groups that he was part of throughout the last year were incredible
and really kept his spirits high. From chatting to former work colleagues to fancy dress, late night pub quiz
sessions, there was always a story to be told and a laugh to be shared.
Dad had a few hobbies. As a younger man he enjoyed running as part Hull Harriers and was a very keen
hiker, actively involving himself with Reckitts’ Rambling association. This led to many weekends spent
camping, caravanning and hiking all across the UK as children, discovering the British countryside and all
of its wildlife, including Slow Worms and Adders! We loved it and this sense of adventure is something that
has never left us! He wasn’t particularly sporty, but did enjoying telling us stories about his sporting
prowess - especially during work team building events. He used to tell us with some pride how, on one
occasion, he dribbled the basketball from one end of the court to the other, without any of the opposing
team even getting close to him and with his own team looking on in astonishment, before scoring the
perfect basket… the only problem was he hadn’t realised the teams had changed ends and he was in fact
scoring an own goal!!
Dad wasn’t the type of person to avidly follow a particular sport, a football or rugby team. In fact, he wasn’t
really into any sports other than Formula 1, where his interest was as much about the technological
developments as it was about the race day. Instead, his passion was in DIY (but even calling anything he
did DIY feels like we are selling it short). From our earliest memories, Dad was always busy in his
workshop or on his drawing board. There really wasn’t anything he couldn’t seem to do and we genuinely
cannot remember ever seeing a tradesman doing a job around our house, as Dad could do it better. He
was a true craftsman who took great pride in his work and could genuinely turn his hand to ANYTHING! He
also loved sharing his skills and teaching us all how to install, build, repair etc. He had recently bought his
Grandson Oscar a toolkit for his 4th Birthday and the pair had thoroughly enjoyed working together in his
workshop with Geoff teaching Oscar how to use his tools and helped him build a toy car.
Dad had a wicked sense of humour too and was a real prankster. He really enjoyed comedy with some of
his favourites being Morecambe and Wise and Monty Python. His pranks were usually elaborate and
complex in nature, but executed with military precision. He thoroughly enjoyed telling the countless stories
of the many pranks and wind ups he carried out over the years as much as we all enjoyed hearing about
them… but we did often wonder how he escaped getting into trouble at times. His wind ups and torment
were a regular feature during our formative years too. We always remember him fondly calling Jenni
Proctalgia and thinking it was the name of a character from Playschool, only later did we realise that
Proctalgia was simply the medical term for ‘a pain in the bottom’... however there were no illusions with his
other pet name for her “My little pile of poodle poo”!
We don’t want to give the impression Dad was perfect however, he wasn’t and he certainly had his foibles.
He was clumsy to the point he could trip over his own shadow. He was a picky eater – if we went out for a
meal he would have scampi and chips or scampi and chips… or if he was feeling adventurous may be
chips and scampi…. and even then, would probably proceed to spill half of it down himself. And when it
came to his work bench or his office desk, he could also be described as messy… well in fact messy is
polite as it often looked like a hurricane had done his filing for him; that being said, miraculously he always
seemed to be able to place his hand on exactly what it was he was looking for.
As Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr said ‘A mind stretched by new experiences can never go back to its old
dimness’ – this certainly epitomises Dad’s approach to life. He actually seemed to get more accepting of
change and relish in challenging his perceptions and assumptions the older he got. This is what makes his
passing so tough. He still had a genuine love for life and a zeal for new experiences. He had an enquiring
mind and the world still intrigued him. He had plans and so many things he still wanted to do and share
with his family and friends and especially his Grandchildren. We often find ourselves starting to write a text
or thinking we must tell him something when we see an interesting article on the news or hear it on the
radio – for a split second we forget he’s gone. We know he would be so thrilled by the sight of a helicopter
flying on Mars or the successful production of oxygen on another world – we just hope he’s looking down
enjoying the view of everything that’s happening.

He was such an incredible man that we feel so privileged to have him as our Dad, Father-in-law and
Grandad. He brought such joy to all our lives and to say his passing leaves a gaping hole is an
understatement. An adored Pops, a much-loved Grandad and a treasured friend. Forever loved, always
remembered and always in our hearts… just gone way too soon!

Albert Edward Cushion
I would now like to share with you a brief reflection of Albert’s life, which
includes extracts told by Albert himself. Albert was born in Norwich on the 12th
March 1928, one of three children to Kitty and Albert Cushion. A younger
brother to Joyce and later to become older brother to Michael. Growing up in 43
Burleigh Street Norwich, Albert’s love of music began at a very young age, his
favourite toy was a drum. His Mum had a piano and the family enjoyed singing.
Albert went on to teach himself how to play the piano/keyboards and loved
playing his banjo, but can also play a lot of other instruments too.
He went to St Marks School on Hall Road, leaving school at fourteen with no
qualifications, apparently he had several canings! His best memories of school
were lots of fun! After school Albert gained employment working for Colman’s,
a career path he would follow for forty two years, initially working in the
cereals department. During this time one significant memory that Albert
witnessed was the bombing of Norwich in April 1942.
His career at Colman’s was interrupted in 1946 when Albert had to complete his
National Service serving in the Army where he spent time in Japan which he
loved also Malaya and Singapore. Albert’s mother was a tailor and made all his
clothes. The first clothes he bought was a suit when he returned from the Army.
After being demobbed he returned to Colman’s and the factory had been
improved. A fond memory Albert could recall was his best birthday his twenty
first, he received a watch and had a musical party.
By now Betty had come into his life, they met at a concert. Albert caught
Betty’s eye and when he suggested taking her to the theatre she happily agreed.
The young couple began courting, Betty becoming his first girlfriend, she was
nineteen and Albert was twenty four. Albert would walk Betty home to Jex
Road meaning he sometimes missed the last bus, he then borrowed her brother’s
bike to cycle back to the City!!!
Their relationship progressed, each realising they had met their soul mate. In
August 1955 the happy couple married at St Peters Parish Church, King Street.
Following their wedding they celebrated with a reception at Colman Social
Club. The newlyweds then spent their honeymoon in Brighton. At the beginning
of their life together Betty and Albert lived in King Street in a house they rented
from Colman’s, staying there for ten years. They then moved to Lakenfields
where they happily settled for nearly forty years. Betty and Albert were later
given the opportunity to buy their home, which they accepted.
When Albert first started at Colman’s the BBC every so often would send down
free entertainers for a programme called Workers’ Playtime. Morecambe and

Wise went when they were just starting out. Albert would always go to these
events. When Colman’s improved they had a social club where Albert was on
hand to perform. It was during this time he got to meet Cilla Black, when he
entertained her. She later invited both Albert and Betty to one of her concerts as
her guests which they gratefully accepted. Albert then changed his job and
become a machine minder, looking after a whole line of machines, he was then
promoted to supervisor working both on the day and the night shift. He said “it
was a good place and the workers were happy to be there.”
Time moved on and Betty and Albert became parents to Andrew and Lynne.
Albert was a very hardworking Dad who wanted to provide for his family. He
was always extremely proud of his family. His fond memories when his
children were small was that Andrew was fairly shy and Lynne bubbly and full
of life!
Lynne told me he was committed to his family, he never lost his temper and was
always happy. They loved going to the Colman’s social club at the weekends
where Albert seemed to know everybody. As the children were growing up
many happy holidays were spent at holiday camps including Mundesley, where
Albert was always on hand to entertain. Days out at the beach were also
something to look forward to.
As their children became adults Betty and Albert were delighted when their
family grew to include Sam and Kathy. Never one to miss an opportunity to
entertain, Albert thoroughly enjoyed a sing song at Lynne and Sam’s reception.
Having become a much valued employee, when Albert was fifty five he took
the decision to take redundancy from Colman’s. With music still very much part
of his life, together with Michael as The Banjo Brothers they did gigs all around
Norfolk playing at holiday camps, old people’s homes and other social events, a
very popular duo.
2004 brought happy times when Betty and Albert became grandparents to
grandson Cole who brought much joy into their lives. It was this same year they
moved to 30 The Crofts to be closer to Lynne, Sam and Cole. This later enabled
them to help out, picking Cole up from nursery and later school.
Now with more time on their hands Betty and Albert loved going to afternoon
dances, drives to Great Yarmouth, lunches at Bawburgh School and socialising
with friends.
As Bettys' health began to deteriorate, Albert was on hand to look after and care
for his wife until, needing a little more care, she moved into Twin Oaks. It was
just around the corner so Albert was able to visit every day. Sadly in 2014 Betty
passed away, a devastating loss to Albert after almost sixty years of marriage.

This must have been a very difficult time for Albert but he had the love and
support of his family.
Albert took comfort in his music, he loved singing and would even sing in his
sleep. He continued to play his organ and loved to listen to both Al Jolson and
military bands. He liked his regular walks to Roy’s, the café and the bookies
where most people knew him.
It is impossible to describe Albert to you in just a few words but he will be
remembered as a real entertainer he could sing, play and even do magic. He was
kind, hardworking and caring. Albert was the kind of man who touched
peoples’ lives, everybody loved him. Albert you will be very sadly missed by
all those who knew and loved you.

